
see yourself
in the best light
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the confidence of
tru-lux

With a colour rendering index (CRI) of 95, the tru-lux 
light system closely simulates natural sunlight’s full 
colour spectrum to show every detail.
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tru-lux technology

Specially patterned micro-reflectors disperse
light evenly — no light loss or hot spots.



sensor mirror trio

three views in one mirror
Easily flips so you can transition 
between 5x, 1x and 10x magnification.

easy flip
Flip the mirror for a fast and
effortless transition between views.

touch-control brightness
Fast, intuitive control over a continuous
range of brightness from 100 lux to 800 lux.



sensor mirror

5x magnification
Ideal for providing exceptional detail while 
still allowing to see your entire face at once.

touch-control brightness
Fast, intuitive control over a continuous
range of brightness from 100 lux to 800 lux.

cordless & rechargeable
Recharges with standard USB. One charge
lasts up to 5 weeks.



FPO

sensor mirror 
compact

3x magnification
With 3x magnification, you won’t miss  
a detail, and you will still see enough of  
your face to check your total look.

sensor pouch
The light turns on automatically 
as you take the mirror out of the 
pouch and turns off when you put  
it away again.

versatile ring handle
Hold it, wear it, or prop it. It’s always 
ergonomic and secure.



sensor mirror mini

10x magnification
Extremely close-up view for detail work
like tweezing and applying eye makeup.

maximum adjustability
Unfolds into two height options, and
the mirror head swivels to the perfect
angle for any viewing position. 

take me with you
Folds neatly into travel case 
(included).



sensor mirror SE

5x magnification
Ideal for providing exceptional detail 
while still allowing you to see your 
entire face at once.

phone-friendly
Use the stand to prop up your phone, and 
charge it from the USB port.

inbase cord management
Although not cordless, it features an 
integrated power cord with inbase 
cord management so it never gets 
messy or tangled.



sensor mirror 
compact

sensor mirror 
mini

sensor mirror
SE

sensor mirror sensor mirror 
trio

magnification 3x 10x 5x 5x 1x, 5x, 10x

tru-lux light 
system

sensor-activated

cordless

touch-control  
brightness

inbase cord  
management

inbase phone 
stand

inbase phone 
charger

travel case

choose a model
that suits your style

other finishes available at simplehuman.com/uk120-0432-03


